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ABSTRACT
Illegal Immigration and Fiscal Competition *
Reflecting recent enforcement policy activism of US states, this paper examines federal-state
overlap of illegal immigration policy in a spatial context. Keeping the US-Mexico context in
mind, we assume that labor from a source nation enters a host nation through bordering
states. Once in the host, illegal immigrants may stay in the state of entry or move to another
state. The host nation’s federal government and/or the state governments choose border and
internal enforcement policies, and also provide local goods. As a benchmark, we define the
completely centralized solution as the case where the federal government chooses all the
policies, while the state governments are passive. At higher levels of decentralization (i.e., as
states take more responsibility in deciding some of the policies), the overlap of federal and
state policies is associated with both vertical and horizontal externalities. Among other
results, we find that if inter-state mobility is costless, internal enforcement is overprovided,
and border enforcement and local goods are under-provided under decentralization, leading
to relatively high levels of illegal immigration. While inter-state migration costs moderate such
overprovision/under-provision, extreme levels of inter-state immobility may lead to too little
illegal immigration, and an overprovision of local goods.
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Introduction
Recent state level initiatives (in Arizona, Alabama and South Carolina, among oth-

ers) against the employment of illegal immigrants brings an intranational spatial dimension
into the discussion of US illegal immigration enforcement policies. Reflecting this reality,
the current paper examines illegal immigration in a spatial framework. In particular, we
focus on a context where the host nation’s federal and regional governments are responsible
for implementing internal and border enforcement policies, in addition to the provision of
local goods. The central objective of this study is to qualitatively evaluate the overlap and
interplay of such federal and state level enforcement measures and how they interact with
parameters like interstate migration costs. Illegal immigrants decide the region or border
of entry into the host, and after successfully entering the host, they decide whether to stay
in the region of entry or move to a different region within the host. Accordingly, border and
internal enforcement policies implemented in one region necessarily affects other regions in
the host country. Hence, an appropriate analysis of the effectiveness of illegal enforcement
policies requires a model that incorporates these spatial features. While empirical studies
on this subject are rapidly emerging,1 the development of a concise theoretical framework
of analysis that can complement these empirics has not kept pace. This paper should serve
as one of the first attempts (to our knowledge) to address this gap.
There is a vast and evolving theoretical literature in the area of illegal immigration,
where the focus is more on the source and the host nations rather than on regions within a
nation. Ethier (1986) is a seminal contribution in this area, which provides an equilibrium
migration framework within a Harris-Todaro type framework. The model assumes that
the host nation controls illegal immigration using border and internal enforcement with
the objective of restricting illegal immigration to a certain socially desirable target level,
or a national income maximizing level. Bond and Chen (1987) builds on this framework to
discuss optimal internal enforcement in a context where the host nation is a monopsony in
the international labor market. Djajić (1987) considers the problem from the source country
perspective, and examines the resource allocation effects of illegal immigration on the host
1

See Amuedo-Dorantes and Bansak (2012), Orrenius and Zavodny (2014), Pena (2014), and Bohn et al.
(2014), among others
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nation. Bandyopadhyay and Bandyopadhyay (1998) present a model of complementarity
versus substitutability of trade and illegal immigration flows between nations. Our paper
borrows some elements of this literature, such as its focus on optimal border and internal
enforcement policies. However, the novelty of our approach is the consideration of such
policies at a more granular level, where, in addition to the national government, the states
use a mix of these policy tools.2
The conceptual framework within which we model the interaction between states’
policies and federal policies is similar to strands of the fiscal federalism and tax competition
literature in public economics. From Wilson (1986) and Wildasin (1986), among others,
we know that when capital is mobile between regions, tax rates on capital and provision
of local public goods may be inefficiently low. Oates and Schwab (1988) further show that
a tax on capital to finance local public goods spur distortions in environmental standards.
In our model, illegal immigrants are mobile and respond to the differential implementation
of regional policies. However, it departs from the traditional models of tax competition
in that the policy space is multidimensional and policies are financed through lump-sum
taxation.
Along with the horizontal interactions between states, federal and state level immigration policies interact through vertical linkages. In this aspect, our work is related
to the literature on decentralized income redistribution, such as Pauly (1973), Brown and
Oates (1987), Brueckner (2000) and Pena (2014). These papers claim that decentralized
redistributive polices (including welfare programs) would induce an inefficient relocation
of lower income households across states. This process could even lead to an underprovision of welfare benefits relative to the centralized solution. A similar result arises in our
paper explained by the fact that illegal immigrants are assumed to be attracted by higher
levels of locally provided goods, but they do not pay for the cost of providing such goods.
Brueckner (2004) and Gordon and Cullen (2012) also examine the tradeoffs between centralization versus decentralization, and describe conditions under which one arrangement
2

This rich literature continues to evolve to account for other relevant factors affecting illegal immigration
and current policy concerns. For instance, Gaytan-Fregoso and Lahiri (2000) consider how foreign aid from
the host nation to the recipient nation may impact family level decision making in the source nation, where
a family member contemplates migration. Woodland and Yoshida (2006) highlight the role of the potential
migrant’s risk preference in driving illegal immigration, while a recent paper by Djajić and Michael (2014)
considers the role of a transit nation in illegal immigration.
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is preferred over the other. Even though our focus is quite different, we also attempt to
qualitatively examine the policies implemented under various institutional arrangements
that grant state and federal governments different degrees of responsibilities. A proper
analysis of these issues within a well developed public economics model would shed some
light on the implications of decentralizing enforcement activities, especially in a context
like the USA where a few states are already undertaking these responsibilities.
There is also a substantial empirical literature that focuses on various aspects of
illegal immigration that are related to our work. For instance, contributions such as Spilimbergo and Hanson (1999), and Orrenius and Zavodny (2005), among others, have generally
found that illegal immigration flows are quite sensitive to returns to migration.3 Additionally, the paper by Pena (2014) cited above empirically investigates whether states
offering more generous welfare benefits experience greater immigration of undocumented
immigrants.4 Our analytical framework, driven in part by the findings of this literature,
highlights the role of both enforcement and public good provision in affecting illegal immigration flows.
The relatively recent policy activism regarding illegal immigration at the state level
in the USA has also spurred several empirical studies to unravel the effects of the state
level policies on labor market outcomes. These studies have mainly looked at the effects
of state level implementation of specific programs that would be categorized as “internal”
enforcement policies.5 The E-verify program is an example of such efforts. The U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services agency describes the program as6 “...an Internet-based
system that compares information from an employee’s Form I-9, Employment Eligibility
Verification, to U.S. Department of Homeland Security and Social Security Administration
records to confirm employment eligibility.” Participation in this program is voluntary, so
states can decide whether they will implement this program within their state borders.7
3

Hanson (2006) provides a thorough review of the earlier empirical illegal immigration literature.
Using data from the National Agricultural Workers Survey, they find no evidence of such welfare
migration for undocumented workers.
5
The definition of internal enforcement used in the paper is relatively simple compared to the set of
programs and policies observed in reality, but it follows the literature on illegal immigration. In most
countries, the mechanisms are somewhat more complicated.
6
See http://www.uscis.gov/e-verify/what-e-verify.
7
The participation is voluntary except for certain categories of employers such as federal government
contractors.
4
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Amuedo-Dorantes and Bansak (2012) analyze the impact of state level use of E-verify
mandates and find that such mandates may be especially costly to the extent that they
induce a reallocation of unauthorized workers from industries that are affected most by
these regulations to others which may enjoy some exclusions (such as agriculture and food
services).8 Bohn et al. (2014) investigate the effects of Arizona’s 2007 Legal Arizona Workers Act (LAWA) which mandates use of E-verify by all Arizona employers for all employees
hired after January 1, 2008. A major finding is that they observe a significant reduction
in the proportion of the Hispanic noncitizen population of Arizona, but do not find similar
declines for Hispanic naturalized citizens.9 Amuedo-Dorantes et al. (2013) use survey data
based on interviews of voluntary returnees or deportees to Mexico, and find that measures
such as E-verify curb internal mobility of unauthorized immigrants and also curb deportees’ intentions to return to the US. Orrenius and Zavodny (2014) investigate the effects of
such implementation on the labor market outcomes of Mexican immigrants who are likely
to be unauthorized.10
The present paper develops a stylized model that captures some of the main features summarized earlier. It is built on the following assumptions. Migration of workers can
take place between a source and a host country. The host country consists of two regions11
that share their borders with the source country.12 There are, however, legal restrictions
to the movement of labor across countries. The host country enforces illegal immigration
laws by devoting resources to catch illegal immigrants at the border (preventing them from
entering the country), and by choosing different levels of internal enforcement to determine
whether firms employ illegal immigrant workers. Internal and external enforcement may in
principle differ across regions (i.e., enforcement levels can be regionally targeted). Moreover, residents in each region have access to locally provided goods. Illegal workers first
8
In this context they encourage a move towards a more comprehensive immigration reform implemented
at the federal level.
9
The authors suggest that this decrease may be due to at least two reasons: those planning to migrate
illegally from Mexico to Arizona may choose an alternate location; and existing undocumented workers in
Arizona may move elsewhere when they are impacted by LAWA.
10
Among other findings, they observe that state use of E-verify tends to reduce the average hourly
earnings of Mexican immigrants who are likely to be unauthorized, while raising the earnings of naturalized
Mexican immigrants and US born Hispanic men.
11
Throughout the paper we will use the general term “region”, but the analysis applies to the relevant
jurisdiction level, including states.
12
An extension of the paper considers a different geographical configuration of the host country, where
only one region shares the border with the source country and the other region is “internal”.
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decide whether to move to the host country, and next, they decide where (in which region
of the host) to work, considering that moving across regions entails a cost. The paper
compares the provision of enforcement, both at the border and internal, and the level of
regional goods chosen under alternative allocations of responsibilities between central and
regional governments and under alternative assumptions about mobility costs.13 In general, as the provision of enforcement is more decentralized, enforcement levels will tend to
depart from the centralized solution due to the presence of several opposing externalities.
To the extent that targeted regional border enforcement reduces the overall pool of illegal
immigrants, it would generate a positive externality on the other region. Higher levels
of targeted regional internal enforcement, on the other hand, would generate a negative
externality by diverting illegal immigrants from one region to the other. Additionally, the
decentralized provision of the regional good would also contribute to attract or deter illegal
immigrants affecting other regions accordingly. Unambiguous conclusions can be derived
under certain specific assumptions.14 For instance, with costless mobility of illegal immigrants and a fixed amount of potential illegal immigrants, border enforcement and local
goods tend to be underprovided in the decentralized case, while internal enforcement tends
to be overprovided. Indeed, optimal internal enforcement is zero under centralization, but
in spite of this fact, the equilibrium level of illegal immigration is lower under centralization
compared to the decentralized case.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the model. In section 3, we
characterize the behavior of illegal immigrants conditional on the levels of enforcement and
regional good. Section 4 studies the determination of the relevant policy variables under
four different institutional arrangements: (i) all policies are decided centrally by the federal
government; (ii) all decisions are completely decentralized; (iii) regional governments choose
the level of internal enforcement and the level of the regional good, while the federal
government decides the level of border enforcement; and (iv) the federal government chooses
both internal and border enforcement and the regional government only chooses the level
of the regional good. We compare the results obtained in each case in section 5. Sections
13
The paper also considers mixed cases in which each level of government is responsible for implementing
specific policies.
14
We obtain further conclusions by deriving a numerical example.
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6 and 7 extends the analysis in two ways: section 6 examines the implications of assuming
an endogenous supply of potential illegal immigrants, and section 7 studies how decisions
change when illegal immigration is assumed to have redistributive effects within the regions.
Section 8 concludes.

2

The Model
Consider two countries: a source and a host (or destination) of illegal immigration.

Both countries employ labor and a fixed specific factor (land) to produce a homogeneous
good.15 The host country consists of two regions (jurisdictions or states): A and B.
The regions share their borders with the source country. Legal restrictions prevent a free
movement of labor from the source to the host country. The host country controls illegal
immigration using two policy instruments. On one hand, the host country can devote
resources to prevent illegal immigrants from entering the country at the border (border
enforcement). On the other hand, it can allocate resources to enforce illegal immigration
laws internally (internal enforcement). The latter basically consists of inspecting domestic
firms and determining whether they employ illegal workers. If firms are caught employing
illegal immigrants, they are subject to penalties and workers are deported. Figures (1a)
and (1b) help describe the model.
Internal and external enforcement may differ across regions. Specifically, the model
assumes that the probability of detecting an illegal immigrant at the border is q i (ci ), where
ci is expenditure on enforcement at the border between region i of the host country and the
source country. It is assumed that q(0) = 0, q i 0 (ci ) > 0, q i 00 (ci ) < 0, and 0 ≤ q i (ci ) ≤ 1 for
all ci ≥ 0. A firm operating in region i is detected hiring illegal workers with probability
pi (ei ), where ei denotes internal enforcement expenditures in region i. Additionally, pi (0) =
0, p i 0 (ei ) > 0, p i 00 (ei ) < 0, and 0 ≤ pi (ei ) ≤ 1 for all ei ≥ 0. If a firm is caught hiring
illegal workers, it has to pay a penalty of z i per illegal worker.16
After observing the levels of border and internal enforcement, workers from the
15

The model can be extended to include capital, and capital may be mobile across regions in the host or
across countries.
16
For simplicity, the probabilities q i (·) and pi (·) only depend on border and internal law enforcement
expenditures. In a more general setting, q i (·) may also depend on the number of illegal migrants crossing
the border, and pi (·) on the number of illegal workers employed by the firms. Additionally, we assume
that limei →0 p i 0 (ei ) = P i and limci →0 q i 0 (ci ) = Qi , where P i and Qi are large enough numbers, and
limei →∞ p i 0 (ei ) and limci →∞ q i 0 (ci ) approach 0.
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source country decide to enter the host as illegal immigrants through region A or region
B, or stay in the source country. Once they enter the host, they choose where (in which
region of the host) to reside and work. Illegal immigrants face, however, a cost of moving
across regions in the host country. Firms operating in each region of the host decide, at the
same time, the number of illegal workers to hire. The functions f i (ni ), i = A, B, describe
the production technology in the host country, where ni the total number of workers, both
legal and illegal, in region i of the host country, with f i 0 (·) > 0, f i 00 (·) < 0, and f i 000 (·) ≥ 0.

2.1

Legal residents/workers
There are n̄i immobile legal residents in region i, who also own the local fixed

factor.17 Individuals derive utility from the consumption of private goods, and from a
publicly provided regional good g i .18 The consumption of private goods is equal to disi (ni ) = f i 0 (ni ),
posable income yLi . Legal residents in i are paid a wage as legal workers wL

receive rents from the ownership of the fixed factor, and pay taxes. Total rents, given by
π i ≡ f i (ni ) − f i 0 (ni )ni , are equally divided among legal residents, so each legal resident
receives π i /n̄i . Legal residents pay lump-sum taxes to finance expenditures in law enforcement and the cost of providing the regional public goods. Specifically, the utility of a legal
resident of region i is uiL = yLi + φ(g i ), with φ 0 > 0, φ 00 < 0, φ(0) = 0.

2.2

Illegal residents/workers
M i workers attempt to enter the host country illegally through region i. Each

worker faces a cost from such action that depends positively on the number of illegal
immigrants attempting to cross through border i. We denote this cost by µi (M i ), with
µ i 0 (M i ) > 0, µ 00 i (M i ) ≥ 0.19 A proportion q i M i are caught at the border, which means
that only M̂ i = (1 − q i )M i enter the host through region i. The total number of illegal
17

In section 7 we consider the distributional impact of illegal immigration policies by distinguishing
between their effects on domestic workers and owners of the fixed factor.
18
In this model, g i is assumed to be a publicly provided private good, such as health services, or maybe
education. We assume that the cost of providing the good rises with the number of users. Alternatively,
we could have assumed that g i is subject to congestion, so as the number of users increase, the quality and
the utility derived from the consumption of this good declines.
19
This cost may be justified as follows. Imagine that illegal immigrants enter through a single entry point
in region i. As more illegal immigrants attempt entry through i, the cost for an individual illegal immigrant
would also increase.
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workers in the host country is

M̂

= M̂ A + M̂ B = (1 − q A )M A + (1 − q B )M B .

(1)

An illegal worker that succeeds in migrating into region i may stay in region i or
move and work in region j. Moving to the other region entails an explicit moving cost
represented by τ . The number of illegal workers in region i is mi = mii + mji , where mii
is the number of illegal workers that enter the country through region i and stay there,
and mji the number of those that enter through region j and decide to move and work in
region i.
The residential localization decision is formalized through a random utility model.
Consider the decision of an illegal immigrant that enters the host through region i. If he
stays in i, he obtains a utility ũii = ui + εi . The first term is a deterministic component
described by ui = y i + φ(g i ). We assume illegal workers do not pay taxes and do not
receive rents from the fixed factor, so disposable income is simply the wage received as an
illegal worker, i.e., y i = wi . An illegal immigrant also receives utility from the regionally
provided public good g i , captured by φ(g i ). The term εi is a random component. Note
that εi varies by individual, but we suppress the subscripts to simplify notation.20 Since
moving to j is costly, the utility of that same illegal worker when he moves from i to j is
ũij = uj − τ + εj , where uj = y j + φ(g j ). We assume that (εi , εj ) are independent (across
individuals and regions) Gumbel-distributed random variables.21
We consider two alternative scenarios concerning the number of potential illegal
immigrants. In the first case, the pool of workers in the source country willing to migrate
to the host country is assumed fixed in supply, which means that M̄ = M A + M B . We
assume that a worker that is caught at the border and sent back to the source country will
earn an exogenously given wage w∗ . In the second case, the pool of potential migrants is
endogenously determined. We assume the total number of workers in the source country
20

This variable may also be thought to capture the illegal immigrant’s perception about local attitudes
towards immigration.
21
For convenience, we assume the Gumbel distributions have identical location and scale parameters. In
particular, the location parameter is equal to 0 and the scale parameter equal to 1. These assumptions do
not affect our subsequent analysis in any substantial way.
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is n̄∗ . A worker that participates in the source country’s labor market (either because the
worker never attempted to migrate or because the worker was stopped at the border and
sent back to the source country) is paid the wage at the source country w∗ (n∗ ) = f ∗ 0 (n∗ ).
The wage depends on the number of effective workers in the source country n∗ = n̄∗ − M̂ ,
with w∗ 0 (n∗ ) ≤ 0.
In both cases, the level of the publicly provided good at the source country is fixed
and normalized to 0, so the utility of a worker residing in the source country that decides
not to move is simply u∗ = w∗ in the first case, and u∗ = w∗ (n∗ ), in the second case.

2.3

Firms
We assume that the firm operating in region i can distinguish between legal and

illegal workers (complete discernment case).22 A firm in region i is detected hiring illegal workers with probability pi (ei ). If the firm is caught, it pays a penalty of z i per
illegal worker.23 In equilibrium, since legal and illegal residents are perfect substitutes in
production and firms can discriminate between legal and illegal workers,
i
wL
= f i 0 (n̄i + mi ),

2.4

i
w i = wL
− pi (ei )z i .

Governments
Legal residents pay lump-sum taxes to governments (central or regional govern-

ments, depending on the specific institutional arrangement). These taxes are used to
finance three types of expenses: the cost of internal enforcement Tei , the cost of border
enforcement Tci , and the cost of providing the publicly provided local good Tgi . Specifically,
Tei = σ i ei + (v i − z i )pi mi ,

Tci = θi ci ,

Tgi = (n̄i + mi )δ i g i ,

(2)

and T i = Tei + Tci + Tgi . The cost of internal enforcement Tei is the sum of direct enforcement
costs σ i ei , and the cost of deporting immigrants net of the penalties paid by firms that
22

In the no discernment case, domestic firms cannot discriminate between legal and illegal workers. In
this model, a domestic firm in region i hires an illegal immigrant with probability mi /(mi + n̄i ).
23
i i
The firm maximizes π i = f i (n̄i + mi ) − wL
n̄ − wi mi − pi z i mi with respect to {n̄i , mi }. The FOCs are
i
mi : f i 0 (n̄i + mi ) − wL
= 0,

ni : f i 0 (n̄i + mi ) − wi − pi z i .

i
This means that wi = wL
− pi z i = f i 0 (n̄i + mi ) − pi z i .
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hire illegal immigrants (v i − z i )pi mi , where v i is the cost of deporting an illegal immigrant,
and z i represents the penalty per worker. Throughout the analysis we assume that v i ≥ z i .
The cost of border enforcement Tci is assumed to increase linearly with ci , where θi > 0
is the constant marginal cost. Finally, the marginal cost of g i is given by δ i > 0. Note,
additionally, that Tgi increases with number of users of that good, which includes both local
residents and illegal immigrants.

2.5

Timing of events
The timing of the model is as follows:

1. Host country government(s): determination of law enforcement expenditures
(a) The government(s) in the host country decides (decide) the levels of border ci
and internal enforcement ei , and the level of the regional publicly provided good
g i for i = A, B. When more than one government decide the policy variables,
they do so simultaneously.
2. Illegal workers: entry and residential choice
(a) Illegal immigrants decide to enter the county through region A or region B. An
illegal immigrant entering the country through region i is stopped at the border
and returned to the source country with probability q i .
(b) Illegal immigrants that successfully entered through region i decide to stay and
work in i or move and work in region j, with i 6= j = A, B. A firm in region i
is detected hiring illegal immigrants with probability pi . The firm is subject to
a penalty of z i per illegal worker employed by the firm.
(c) Equilibrium in regional labor markets. In (a) and (b), individuals assume their
decisions do not affect the outcome of the regional labor markets nor the decisions of other potential illegal immigrants. At the end, however, regional labor
markets should clear.
We find the Sub-game Perfect Nash equilibria of this game.
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3

Illegal Workers: Entry and Residential Choice
In this section, we examine the choices made by prospective illegal workers: migrate

to the host or stay in the source country; enter the host country through region A or B;
and, finally, decide whether to stay in the region of entry or move to the other region.

3.1

Residential choice
Consider the decision of an illegal immigrant that has already successfully entered

the host country through region i. A proportion of the M̂ i = M i (1 − q i ) illegal immigrants
stays in i, and the rest moves to j. The probability an illegal immigrant stays in i is
λii ≡ P r(ũii = max {ũii , ũij }), and the probability he moves to j is λij ≡ P r(ũij =
max {ũii , ũij }). Then, mii = λii M̂ i , and mij = λij M̂ i . As result, the total number of
illegal immigrants in each region becomes

mA = mAA + mBA = λAA M̂ A + λBA M̂ B ,

(3)

mB = mBB + mAB = λBB M̂ B + λAB M̂ A .

(4)

Given that the ε’s are identically and independently distributed and follow an extreme
value distribution, then
exp(uA )
,
+ exp(uB − τ )
exp(uB )
≡
,
exp(uA − τ ) + exp(uB )

λAA ≡
λBB

3.2

exp(uA )

λAB = 1 − λAA ,

(5)

λBA = 1 − λBB .

(6)

Entry decision
Suppose initially the pool of illegal immigrants attempting to enter the host country

is fixed and equal to M̄ , such that M̄ = M A + M B , where M i is the number of illegal
immigrants that attempt entry through region i.24 Prior to the residential choice, an
illegal immigrant decides whether to enter the host country through region A or region B.
This decision is made as before taking wages as given.25 The expected utility of an illegal
immigrant that already entered the host country through region i is denoted uiE and is
24
25

We relax this assumption in section 6.
It should be noted that this choice can also be formalized using a RUM.
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defined as





AA AB
uA
, ũ } = log exp(uA ) + exp(uB − τ ) + γ,
E ≡ E max{ũ




BA BB
uB
, ũ } = log exp(uA − τ ) + exp(uB ) + γ,
E ≡ E max{ũ

(7)
(8)

where γ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. Using this notation, we define the (expected)
utility of an illegal immigrant deciding to enter through i as
UEi ≡ q i (w∗ − k) + (1 − q i )uiE − µi (M i ),
where w∗ is assumed constant. If UEA = max{UEA , UEB , w∗ }, illegal immigrants will enter
through region A, and if UEB = max{UEA , UEB , w∗ } , they will all enter through B. Our focus
is on equilibria in which illegal immigrants enter through both regions. In other words, in
equilibrium we should observe UEA = UEB ≥ w∗ , or
A
A
B
∗
B B
B
B
∗
q A (w∗ − k) + (1 − q A )uA
E − µ (M ) = q (w − k) + (1 − q )uE − µ (M ) ≥ w .

3.3

(9)

Labor market equilibrium
The entry and residential decisions are made individually by potential illegal im-

migrants from the source country assuming they do not have an effect on other potential illegal immigrants’ choices and taking the outcome of the regional labor markets as
given. At the end, however, labor markets should clear. The labor demand in region i,
i = f i 0 (`i ) ⇒ `i = `i (w i ). In equilibrium, `i (w i ) = n̄i + mi . Illegal immigrants in region
wL
L
L
i − pi (ei )z i .
i are paid wi = wL

3.4

Equilibrium
When the pool of migrants is fixed and equal to M̄ , the equilibrium is defined as

follows:
Definition 3.1. Equilibrium (Fixed Supply of Immigrants). When the number of migrants
from the source country is fixed at M̄ , the equilibrium values {wA , wB , M A , M B } are

12

implicitly determined by:
i
wL
= f i 0 (ni + mi ), i = A, B,

UEA = UEB ≥ w∗ , and M̄ = M A + M B ,

where mA and mB are defined in (3) and (4), respectively. The equations determine
{wi (x), M i (x)}i=A,B , where x = (cA , cB , eA , eB , g A , g B , M̄ , τ ). By substituting the
solutions {wi , M i } into (3) and (4), we obtain mi .
To derive further results, the rest of the analysis assumes that regions are completely
identical. We will therefore focus on symmetric equilibria at which ei = e, ci = c, g i = g,
i = A, B.26 Under these conditions, the symmetric equilibrium is given by {M i , wi , mi } =
{M, w, m}, where M = M̄ /2, w = f 0 (n̄ + m), M̂ = M̄ (1 − q), and m = [(1 − q(c)]M̄ /2.
We characterize the previously defined equilibrium by performing a comparative
static analysis with respect to {ci , ei , g i , τ }. The results, which are evaluated at a symmetric
equilibrium, are summarized in the following proposition.
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Proposition 1. The following comparative static results hold at a symmetric equilibrium
for τ ∈ [0, ∞):
(i) ∂M i /∂ei = −∂M j /∂ei ≤ 0 (with equality when τ = 0); ∂mi /∂ei = −∂mj /∂ei < 0;
∂wi /∂ei = −∂wj /∂ei > 0; and ∂ M̂ /∂ei = 0;
(ii) ∂M i /∂g i = −∂M j /∂g i ≥ 0 (with equality when τ = 0); ∂mi /∂g i = −∂mj /∂g i > 0,
∂wi /∂g i = −∂wj /∂g i < 0; and ∂ M̂ /∂g i = 0;
(iii) ∂M i /∂ci = −∂M j /∂ci ≷ 0 (with < when τ = 0); ∂mi /∂ci < 0, ∂mj /∂ci ≷
0; ∂mi /∂ci + ∂mj /∂ci = −q 0 M (with ∂mi /∂ci = ∂mj /∂ci when τ = 0); ∂wi /∂ci >
0, ∂wj /∂ci ≷ 0 (with ∂wi /∂ci = ∂wj /∂ci when τ = 0); and ∂ M̂ /∂ci < 0;
i /∂τ = ∂mi /∂τ = ∂M i /∂τ = 0. If M̄ is large enough,28 then ∂ 2 mi /∂ei ∂τ ≥ 0
(iv) ∂wL
(with equality at τ = 0); ∂ 2 mi /∂ci ∂τ < 0; and ∂ 2 mi /∂g i ∂τ ≤ 0 (with equality at τ = 0);

(v) ∂ 2 mi /∂ei ∂ci > 0; ∂ 2 mi /∂g i ∂ci < 0; and ∂ 2 mi /∂ei ∂g i = 0.
A few remarks are worth pointing out from these results. First, (i) states that an
increase in ei has no effect on the number of illegal immigrants attempting entry through i,
M i , when τ = 0, and simply diverts the entry of illegal immigrants from region i to region
26

To denote identical variables we suppress indexes identifying the regions.
The derivations are shown in Appendix A, which is separately attached.
28
The Appendix (attached separately) shows that the results hold when M̄ µ0 (M̄ /2) > (1 − q). In
particular, the condition is satisfied when M̄ is sufficiently large, or when c is sufficiently large. Throughout
the analysis, we assume the previous condition is satisfied.
27
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j when τ > 0 (i.e., M i decreases and M j increases in exactly the same amount as ei rises).
At the same time, a higher level of ei reduces the number of illegal immigrants working
in i, mi . Wages in each region adjust accordingly in response to mi . Specifically, consider
the effect of increasing ei . Suppose, initially, that τ = 0. Then, a higher level of ei does
not affect the entry decisions. However, since the firm discerns between legal and illegal
residents, an increase in the (expected) cost of hiring an illegal immigrant translates into
a lower wage for illegal immigrants. Thus, the immediate effect of a higher level of ei is to
reduce wi .29 As illegal immigrants now find it less attractive to work in i and start moving
i will tend to rise. Now suppose that τ > 0. In this case, it is less desirable to
to j, wL

enter through i than through j because illegal immigrants anticipate they will later move
to j, which is costly. Hence, M i declines when ei increases and τ > 0. A smaller (relative)
i higher. Note, however, that compared to perfect
supply of illegal immigrants in i makes wL
i and mi are smaller because both less illegal immigrants
mobility case, the changes in wL

enter through i and some of those that enter through i end up moving to the other region.
The corresponding effects on region j are exactly the opposite. Concerning the effect of g i
i , M i , mi }, i = A, B, stated in (ii), note that lowering g i has the same effect on these
on {wL

variables as increasing ei , so a similar reasoning can be used in this case.30 Given that we
assume for the moment that the pool of potential migrants is fixed at M̄ , neither ei nor g i
affect the total number of effective illegal immigrants M̂ in the host.31
Second, as stated in (iii), a change in ci , in addition to diverting illegal immigrants
from region i to j, also reduces the overall pool of (effective) illegal immigrants, M̂ . Only
the latter effect is present at a symmetric equilibrium when τ = 0, so wages in both regions
unambiguously increase with higher levels of ci . When τ > 0, an increase in ci reduces
the overall number of (effective) illegal immigrants and the supply of illegal immigrants
in region i, rising wages in the region. The impact on region j is, however, ambiguous.
Even though the number of illegal immigrants is smaller, some of those previously entering
through i would now enter through j, so the supply would tend to rise in j due to this
29

i
Recall that wi = wL
− pi z i .
In other words, the effects ei and g i are qualitatively similar.
31
If the pool of potential migrants is endogenous, then both ei and g i also affect M̂ . In fact, changing
i
e and g i in this case imposes an additional externality on the other region, which has the opposite sign as
the one generated by the diversionary effect examined here. We revisit this issue in section 6.
30
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effect. To the extent that the latter effect dominates the former, wj could even end up
declining as ci rises.
Third, point (iv) of the proposition states that at a symmetric equilibrium, the
i , M i , mi }, i = A, B, are independent of τ , but as explained in the previous
values of {wL
i , M i , mi }, i = A, B, does depend
two paragraphs, the effect of a change in {ci , ei , g i } on {wL

on τ . Specifically, point (iv) compares the effectiveness of the policies in reducing illegal
immigration as mobility costs rise. In first place, note that ∂mi /∂ci becomes in absolute
value larger, and ∂mi /∂ei becomes in absolute value smaller as τ increases. In other words,
when mobility costs increase, border enforcement becomes more effective than internal
enforcement at reducing mi . In second place, (iv) states that the impact of g i on mi gets
smaller as mobility costs get larger. This means that the same increase in the level of
public goods in region i attracts less illegal immigrants to i when τ is large than when τ is
small.32
Fourth, from (iii) we know that ∂mj /∂ci = −∂mi /∂ci − q 0 M , and from (iv) we
know that |∂mi /∂ci | gets larger as τ increases. Thus, combining (iii) and (iv), we may
infer that ∂mj /∂ci could become positive for sufficiently large values of τ . Note that
∂mj /∂ci captures the magnitude of the external on region j generated by raising ci . This
conclusion is relevant because the sign of the external effect determines to a large extent
whether there is under- or overprovision of ci in the decentralized case compared to the
centralized solution. Figure (2c) illustrates with a numerical example, the implications on
∂mB /∂cA of raising τ . It shows that when τ increases from zero to infinity, ∂mB /∂cA
changes sign from negative to positive.
Finally, (v) compares the effectiveness of each policy in terms of reducing illegal
immigration when other policies change. For instance, a higher level of ci (ei ) reduces the
impact of ei (ci ) on mi . In other words, increasing one type of enforcement reduces the
32

A similar result appears in the traditional tax competition literature. In these models, when mobility
costs tend to infinity, regional governments can perfectly tailor the level of local goods to satisfy the
preferences of immobile local residents, without attracting residents from other regions. In other words,
under complete immobility, changing the level of local goods in one region does not affect other regions,
so the centralized and decentralized solutions coincide. Mobility in our framework, however, involves not
only moving across regions within the host nation, but also across international borders. As a result, illegal
immigrants are able to respond to differential levels of g i by entering the host country through different
regions. Proposition 1 states that ∂mi /∂g i = −∂mj /∂g i > 0 holds even when τ → ∞, while in the
traditional tax competition model this derivative would be zero.
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effectiveness of the other type of enforcement. Similarly, ∂mi /∂g i decreases as ci increases.
This means that higher levels of g i will not attract that many illegal immigrants to region
i when ci gets larger. However, changes in ei does not affect ∂mi /∂g i .

4

Choosing Internal and Border Enforcement
We now examine the problem faced by the host country governments, regional and

federal, in choosing the level of border and internal enforcement levels under different institutional arrangements. We consider four alternative scenarios and compare the outcomes
reached in each case. In the first scenario, the central government chooses all policy variables: internal enforcement, border enforcement, and the levels of locally provided goods
(fully centralized case). In the second scenario, the regional governments choose all the
policy variables in a decentralized way (fully decentralized case). The last two scenarios
consider mixed cases. In the first mixed case, the central government chooses the level of
border enforcement and regional governments choose internal enforcement and the level of
local goods (mixed case X1 ). In the second mixed case, the central government chooses
border and internal enforcement, and regional governments only choose the level of local
goods (mixed case X2 ).33 In what follows, we assume that governments only care about
the well-being of legal residents with the following caveat: while the regional governments
are only concerned about the well-being of legal residents in their respective regions, the
central government takes into account the well-being of all legal residents, regardless of
where they reside.

4.1

Fully Centralized Solution (C)
In this case, the central government chooses the levels of {ei , g i , ci : i = A, B}, that

B B
maximize the total utility of all domestic legal residents UL = ULA + ULB = n̄A uA
L + n̄ uL ,
i + π i /n̄i − (T A + T B )/(n̄A + n̄B ) + φ(g i ). As explained earlier, the income
where uiL = wL
i , and the share 1/n̄i of the
of a legal resident in region i is given by the legal wage wL

returns to the fixed factor π i . A legal resident pays (lump-sum) taxes only to the central
government. Taxes cover total expenses in both regions. Substituting into the objective
33

The institutional arrangements examined in the paper attempt to characterize different possible allocation of responsibilities across governments in enforcing illegal immigration.
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function, the central government’s problem can be rewritten as
max

{ei ,ci ,g i }i=A,B

UL = f A (n̄A + mA ) − f 0A (n̄A + mA )mA + n̄A φ(g A ) − T A
(10)
+f B (n̄B

+

mB )

−f

0B (n̄B

+

mB )mB

+

n̄B φ(g B )

−

TB

The Kuhn-Tucker conditions are characterized by
∂UL
∂ei

≡
=

∂UL
∂ci

≡
≡

∂UL
∂g i

≡
=

∂ULj
∂ULi
+
∂ei
∂ei

 ∂mi  i

− f i 00 mi + (v i − z i )pi + δ i g i
− σ + (v i − z i )p 0 i mi
i
∂e
 00 j j

∂mj
≤ 0,
− f m + (v j − z j )pj + δ j g j
∂ei
∂ULj
∂ULi
+
∂ci
∂ci

 ∂mi
− f i 00 mi + (v i − z i )pi + δ i g i
∂ci

 ∂mj
− f j 00 mj + (v j − z j )pj + δ j g j
− θi ≤ 0,
∂ci
∂ULj
∂ULi
+
∂ei
∂ei

 ∂mi  i 0 i

− f i 00 mi + (v i − z i )pi + δ i g i
+ n̄ φ (g ) − (n̄i + mi )δ i
i
∂g

 ∂mj
≤ 0,
− f j 00 mj + (v j − z j )pj + δ j g j
∂g i

(11)

(12)

(13)

for i 6= j = 1, 2, and the corresponding non-negativity constraints ei ≥ 0, ci ≥ 0, g i ≥ 0.
The terms
[f i 00 mi + (v i − z i )pi + δ i g i ]

and

[f j 00 mj + (v j − z j )pj + δ j g j ]

(14)

play a crucial role in the analysis. These expressions capture the effect on local residents
of a change in the number of illegal immigrants in region i and j due to a change in
the policy variable {ei , ci , g i }. Consider a policy change in i that reduces the presence of
illegal immigrants in region i. As a result, local residents are affected in three ways. First,
since mi declines, deporting costs decrease, so legal residents pay lower taxes. The decline
in costs, and consequently taxes, is equal to (v i − z i )p(ei ) ≥ 0. Second, since a smaller
number of illegal residents benefit from the locally provided good, the cost of financing its
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provision falls in δ i g i . And third, total income received by local residents decline in the
amount (−f i 00 mi ).

34

Similar effects take place in region j when changes in the policy

variables ei , ci , and g i affect mj . The other terms in the FOCs capture the direct effects of
the policy variables on legal residents in i.35 The system of equations (11) - (13) determine
i : i = A, B}.
the centralized solution denoted by {eiC , ciC , gC

4.2

Fully Decentralized Solution (D)
Suppose that {ei , ci , g i }, i = A, B, are determined in a decentralized way. Each

region maximizes the total utility of local legal residents ULi = n̄i uiL and faces the cost
of providing interior and border enforcement at its own border, and the cost of publicly
providing the regional good. The problem for the regional government in i is
max ULi = f i (n̄i + mi ) − f i 0 (n̄i + mi )mi + n̄i φ(g i ) − T i ,

{ei ,ci ,g i }

(15)

taking {ej , g j , cj } as given. The Kuhn-Tucker conditions are given by
i
 i 00 i



∂ULi
i
i i
i i ∂m
≡
−
f
m
+
(v
−
z
)p
+
δ
g
− σ i + (v i − z i )p 0 i mi ≤ 0,
i
i
∂e
∂e
i
 i 00 i

∂ULi
∂m
i
i i
i i
≡
−
f
m
+
(v
−
z
)p
+
δ
g
− θi ≤ 0,
∂ci
∂ci
i
 i 00 i



∂ULi
i
i i
i i ∂m
≡
−
f
m
+
(v
−
z
)p
+
δ
g
+ n̄i φ 0 − (n̄i + mi )δ i ≤ 0,
i
i
∂g
∂g

(16)
(17)
(18)

in addition to the non-negativity constraints ei ≥ 0, ci ≥ 0, g i ≥ 0, i = A, B. The solution
i : i = A, B}.
is denoted {eiD , ciD , gD

4.3

Mixed Case 1 (X1 ): Decentralized Provision of Local Goods and
Internal Enforcement and Centralized Border Enforcement
Consider a mixed case in which {ci : i = A, B} is determined by the central

government authority, and {ei , g i : i = 1, 2} by the respective regional governments in a
decentralized way. The policy variables are all chosen simultaneously. The utility of a legal
Recall that total income in region i is f i − f i 0 (n̄i + mi )mi . As mi decreases, total income in i decreases
in (−f i 00 mi ) > 0. We will consider an alternative setup in section 7 that weights differently income received
by labor and income received by the owners of the fixed factor.
35
Similar expressions will be observed in all other cases.
34
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resident of region i is

i
uiL = wL
+ π i /n̄i + φ(g i ) − Tei /n̄i − Tc /(n̄A + n̄B ) − Tgi /n̄i .

In this case, the total cost of border enforcement, Tc = TcA + TcB = θA cA + θB cB , is equally
shared among the entire legal resident population n̄A + n̄B . As a result, a legal resident of
the host country pays Tc /(n̄A + n̄B ) to the central government. The government in region
i maximizes ULi = n̄i uiL with respect to {ei , g i }, or
max

{ei ,g i }

ULi = f i (n̄i + mi ) − f i 0 (n̄i + mi )mi + n̄i φ(g i )
−Tei

−

[n̄i /(n̄A

+

n̄B )]Tc

−

(19)

Tgi ,

taking {ej , g j , cA , cB } as given. The Kuhn-Tucker conditions are exactly the same as those
described in (16) and (18). Now, consider the central government’s problem. As before,
the central government’s objective function is U = ULA + ULB . When choosing {cA , cB },
the central government takes {eA , eB , g A , g B } as given. The expressions resulting in this
case are exactly the same as those described by (12). The Nash Equilibrium, denoted
i : i = A, B}, is the solution of the system of equations (12), (16), and (18).
{eiX1 , ciX1 , gX
1

4.4

Mixed Case 2 (X2 ): Decentralized Provision of Local Goods and
Centralized Internal and Border Enforcement
Finally, consider a different mixed case in which {ei , ci : i = A, B} are determined

by the central government authority, and {g i : i = 1, 2} by the regional governments. The
utility of a legal resident of region i is the same as before except for the financing of the
government expenditures. Specifically,

i
uiL = wL
+ π i /n̄i + φ(g i ) − (Te + Tc )/(n̄A + n̄B ) − Tgi /n̄i .

In this case, total enforcement Te +Tc = (TcA +TcB ) + (TcA +TcB ) is equally shared among the
entire legal resident population. The government in region i simply maximizes ULi = n̄i uiL
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with respect to g i , or
max ULi = f i (n̄i + mi ) − f i 0 (n̄i + mi )mi + n̄i φ(g i )
{g i }

−[n̄i /(n̄A

+

n̄B )](Te

+ Tc ) −

(20)

Tgi ,

taking {g j , eA , eB , cA , cB } as given. The Kuhn-Tucker conditions are
∂ULi
≡
∂g i


i
j
n̄i
n̄i
i
i i
i i ∂m
j
j j ∂m
− f m + A
(v
−
z
)p
+
δ
g
−
(v
−
z
)p
(n̄ + n̄B )
∂g i
(n̄A + n̄B )
∂g i
 i 0 i

+ n̄ φ (g ) − (n̄i + mi )δ i ≤ 0,
(21)


i 00

i

The central government’s problem consists of maximizing U = ULA + ULB , by choosing
{eA , eB , cA , cB }, taking {g A , g B } as given. The expressions resulting from the central government’s first-order conditions are exactly the same as those described by (11) and (12).
i
The Nash Equilibrium in this case, denoted {eiX2 , ciX2 , gX
: i = A, B}, is the solution of
2

the system of equations (11), (12), and (21).

5

Comparing the Solutions: Fixed Supply of Illegal Immigrants
In this section, we focus exclusively on the case where the supply of migrants from

the source country is fixed in supply at M̄ . Consider, in first place, the fully centralized
i :
and decentralized solutions. In general, evaluating the centralized FOCs at {eiD , ciD , gD

i = A, B} gives
∂ULj
∂UL
=
∂ei
∂ei
∂ULj
∂UL
=
∂ci
∂ci
∂ULj
∂UL
=
∂g i
∂g i


 ∂mj
≡ − f j 00 mj + (v j − z j )pj + δ j g j
,
∂ei

 ∂mj
≡ − f j 00 mj + (v j − z j )pj + δ j g j
,
∂ci

 ∂mj
≡ − f j 00 mj + (v j − z j )pj + δ j g j
,
∂g i

(22)
(23)
(24)

since ∂ULi /∂ei = ∂ULi /∂ci = ∂ULi /∂g i = 0. Expressions (22) − (24) reveal that the centralized and decentralized solutions do not necessarily coincide. Specifically, these expressions
describe the external effects imposed by region i on region j, not internalized by the authorities in i when they decide the policy variables in a decentralized way.
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As mentioned earlier, our analysis focuses on symmetric equilibria at which ei = e,
ci = c, g i = g, i = A, B. The equilibrium in the second stage is, consequently, given
by {M i , wi , mi } = {M, w, m}, where M = M̄ /2, w = f 0 (n̄ + m), M̂ = M̄ (1 − q), and
mi = m = [(1 − q(c)]M̄ /2.
Consider the fully centralized case. At a symmetric solution, ∂mi /∂ei = −∂mj /∂ei .
B
As a result, ∂UL /∂ei = −[σ + (v − z)p 0 (e)m] < 0, which means that eA
C = eC = 0.

Additionally, by substituting ∂mi /∂ci + ∂mj /∂ci = −q 0 (c)M into (12) and by using
∂mi /∂g i = −∂mj /∂g i in (13), we obtain that cC and gC are jointly determined by
[f 00 m + δg]q 0 (c)M − θ = 0,
φ 0 (g) −

(n̄ + m)
δ=0
n̄

(25)
(26)

where m = [1 − q(c)](M̄ /2) and M = M̄ /2. A similar reasoning can be applied to conclude
that in mixed case X2 , the levels of internal enforcement chosen by the central government
B
are zero as well, i.e. eA
X2 = eX2 = 0.

However, the latter does not necessarily hold in the completely decentralized case
nor in mixed case X1 .36 Consider the expression (∂ULi /∂ei ) in these two cases:

∂ULi
∂mi 
00
≡
−[f
m
+
(v
−
z)p(e)
+
δg]
− σ + (v − z)p 0 (e)m .
i
i
∂e
∂e

(27)

An interior solution for internal enforcement would be observed in the decentralized and
mixed X2 cases whenever ∂ULi /∂ei = 0 at e > 0. Note that the first term in (27) captures
the effect of a change in the number of illegal immigrants on the utility of local residents due
to an increase in e. Since (∂mi /∂ei ) < 0, the first term would be positive if the expression
between squared brackets is positive. The latter holds when as a result of a smaller presence
of illegal immigrants in the region, deporting costs and the cost of providing the local good
decrease more than the decline in total regional income. The second expression in brackets
represents the increase in the direct costs of a raising e and is positive.37 Under certain
36

Recall that v i ≥ z i and ∂mi /∂ei < 0 for all ei ≥ 0. As a result, if ∂ULi /∂ei < 0, then ∂UL /∂ei < 0 for
all ei ≥ 0, but the converse is not necessarily true. This means that if the solutions in the decentralized
and mixed X1 cases are such that eD = eX1 = 0, then the solution in the centralized case is eC = 0 (in
fact, the latter always holds). However, the converse is not true.
37
This expression consists of two parts. The first term is the cost of providing an additional unit of
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parameter conditions, there exists a value of e > 0 at which the two expressions are equal,
so that ∂ULi /∂ei = 0.38
For the purpose of our analysis, we assume that the condition [f 00 m + (v − z)p(e) +
δg] > 0 is satisfied. Similarly, from (17) and given that ∂mi /∂ci < 0, it is clear that for
c to be strictly positive, this same condition should hold in equilibrium. The following
proposition summarizes the previous results.

Proposition 2. At a symmetric equilibrium, the solutions in the centralized and mixed
X2 cases entail no interior enforcement of illegal immigration, i.e., eC = eX2 = 0. In the
decentralized and mixed X1 cases internal enforcement maybe zero or positive, i.e, eD ≥ 0,
eX1 ≥ 0.
The proposition states that internal enforcement in the decentralized case is never underprovided relative to the centralized or mixed X1 cases. In fact, when condition (27) is met,
ei will end up being overprovided.
In comparing the solutions, it is relevant to highlight that the values of c and g in the
(symmetric) centralized case, determined by (25) and (26), do not depend on τ . However,
the latter does not hold in all cases that involve some kind of decentralized decision.

5.1

Perfect Mobility Across Regions: τ = 0
Suppose, initially, that once illegal immigrants successfully enter the host country,

they can freely move across regions, i.e., τ = 0. Evaluating the FOCs of the centralized
case for ci and g i at the symmetric decentralized solution {eD , cD , gD } gives ∂UL /∂ci > 0
and ∂UL /∂g i > 0.39 This means that starting at this point, the central authority should
increase both ci and g i . Since in the symmetric case ∂ 2 UL /∂ci ∂g i > 0,40 then the curves
∂UL /∂ci and ∂UL /∂g i shift to the right as g i and ci increase. As a result, both ci and
g i end up being unambiguously higher in the centralized case.41 Moreover, as mentioned
e, denoted with σ. The second term is the increase in deporting costs. A higher level of e increases the
probability of detecting an illegal immigrant by p0 (e), so p0 (e)m additional illegal immigrants would be
deported. Since, the net cost of sending an illegal immigrant back to the source country is (v − z) ≥ 0, then
a higher e would increase costs in (v − z)p0 (e)m.
38
Appendix B (attached separately) discusses some of the conditions for an interior solution of e in the
decentralized case.
39
Refer to expressions (23) and (24). From the comparative static results summarized in Proposition 1,
∂mj /∂ci = ∂mj /∂ci < 0 at a symmetric equilibrium with τ = 0.
40
This result is shown in Appendix A.3., which is separately attached.
41
In addition to (∂ 2 UL /∂ci ∂ci ) < 0 and (∂ 2 UL /∂g i ∂g i ) < 0, the SOCs require that the direct effects are
stronger than the indirect effects, i.e., (∂ 2 UL /∂ci ∂ci )(∂ 2 UL /∂g i ∂g i ) − (∂ 2 UL /∂ci ∂g i )2 > 0. Alternatively,
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earlier, internal enforcement in the decentralized case will never be underprovided: it will
be either overprovided or provided at the same level as in the centralized case. Hence, we
conclude that eD ≥ eC , cC > cD , and gC > gD . Using a similar reasoning, we can compare
the solutions of the centralized and mixed X2 cases and conclude that eX2 ≥ eC , cX2 > cD ,
and gX2 > gD .42
It is straightforward to compare the solutions of mixed cases X1 and X2 when
v = z. Substituting the solutions {eX1 , cX1 , gX1 } into the FOCs of mixed case X2 gives
∂UL
≡ −(v − z)p q 0 M,
∂ci

∂ULi
∂mi
≡
(v
−
z)p
.
∂g i
∂g i

(28)

Hence, if v = z, the solutions in both cases are exactly the same, i.e., cX1 = cX2 and
gX2 = gX2 . The only difference between the two cases is that while internal enforcement
could be positive in mixed case X1 , it is always zero in mixed case X2 , i.e., eX1 ≥ eX2 = 0.
Next, we compare the solutions of the centralized and mixed X1 cases. Substituting
{eX1 , cX1 , gX1 } into the FOCs of the centralized case gives
∂UL
= −(v − z)p q 0 M,
∂ci

∂UL
(1 − q)M φ
= [f 00 m + (v − z)p + δg]
> 0,
i
∂g
2[1 − (1 − q)M f 00 ]

(29)

where m = (1 − q)(M̄ /2) and M = M̄ /2. To derive unambiguous results, assume as before
that v = z. In this case, starting from the mixed X1 case solution, the central authority
should initially increase g i and keep ci unchanged. However, as g i changes, curve (25)
shifts. Specifically, since ∂ 2 UL /∂ci ∂g i > 0, as g i increases, the curve ∂UL /∂ci shifts to the
right. The latter eventually shifts the curve that determines g i to the right as well (given
by (26)), and so on. The SOC guarantees that this process stops at values of ci and g i that
are higher in the centralized case relative to the mixed case.
Combining these results and given that at a symmetric equilibrium with free mobility across regions ∂ M̂ /∂ei = 0, ∂ M̂ /∂ci < 0, ∂ M̂ /∂g i = 0, it follows that the total number
of illegal immigrants successfully entering the host country M̂ , and, consequently, the numconsider expressions (25) and (26) that determine c and g in the centralized case. A higher level of c implies
a lower m = (M̄ /2)[1 − q(c)]. A lower m, in turn, decreases the marginal cost of g (from (26)), resulting in
a higher level of g.
42
Appendix C (attached separately) shows the details of the reasoning that explains this result.
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ber of immigrants working in each region m, are unambiguously lower when ci and g i are
chosen by the central government.
Proposition 3. Consider a symmetric equilibrium with perfect mobility, i.e., τ = 0. Then,
the following results hold:
1. Both c and g are underprovided in the completely decentralized case relative to the
completely centralized case, i.e., cC > cD , gC > gD .
2. Suppose v = z. Then, the levels of c and g in cases X1 and X2 are identical, i.e.,
cX1 = cX2 and gX1 = gX2 .
3. Both c and g in mixed case X2 are underprovided relative to the completely centralized
case, i.e., cC > cX2 and gC > gX2 . Moreover, if v = z, then the latter also holds for
mixed case X1 , in which case cC > cX2 = cX1 and gC > gX2 = gX1 .
4. The decentralized level of internal enforcement is greater than or equal to the corresponding centralized level, i.e., eD ≥ eC = 0. The level of internal enforcement in
case X2 is never underprovided relative to the case X1 and the completely centralized
case. In other words, eX2 ≥ eX1 = eC = 0.
5. The effective number of illegal immigrants in the host, and, consequently, the total
number of illegal immigrants in each region, are lower in the completely centralized
case relative to the completely decentralized case, i.e., M̂C < M̂D and mC < mD .
Similarly, M̂C < M̂X2 and mC < mX2 . Moreover, if v = z, M̂C < M̂X2 = M̂X1 and
mC < mX2 = mX1 .
In brief, the proposition states that under perfect mobility, the decentralization of
policy decisions, which include illegal immigration enforcement and the provision of local
goods, would lead to outcomes characterized by the presence of more illegal immigrants
than in the centralized case. The central government limits illegal immigration by relying
exclusively on border enforcement. Internal enforcement, in the model, is wasteful since it
only displaces illegal immigrants from one region to the other. At the same time, since the
central government is more successful at limiting the entry of illegal immigrants, it is also
capable of providing higher levels of local goods to legal residents.
Our conclusions depart from those found in the traditional fiscal competition literature in an important way. In the fiscal competition, mobile factors of production are
generally fixed in supply, and regional policies simply attract or displace factors from one
region to the other. In our model, while internal enforcement and the provision of local
goods simply encourage illegal immigrants to relocate, border enforcement can actually
affect the total supply of illegal immigrants. Moreover, even though both internal and
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border enforcement are both ex-ante available as policy tools, the central government only
selects the latter.
By constructing a numerical example, we can rank the solutions of all the policy
variables under the alternative regimes considered above. Figures 3c, 3a, and 3b show the
solution values of c, e, and g in each case for different values of τ . We focus in this section on
the solutions at τ = 0. The exercise reveals the following ordering: cC > cX1 = cX2 > cD ,
eD > eX2 > eX2 = eC = 0, and gC > gX1 = gX2 > gD . In brief, the analysis reveals
that when illegal immigrants are perfectly mobile, those institutional arrangements that
involve some kind of decentralized decision tend to underprovide border enforcement and
the provision of local goods relative to the centralized case. It is also true that these kind
of arrangements tend to rely to much on internal enforcement.
Figures 4a and 4b show the impact of these policies on the level of illegal immigration and local wages. Notice that the largest amount of illegal immigration is observed
in the decentralized case and the smallest in the centralized case. The higher level of illegal immigration in the decentralized case ends up reducing wages more relative to the
centralized solution.

5.2

Imperfect Mobility Across Regions: τ > 0
The conclusions may change when illegal immigrants are imperfectly mobile once

they successfully enter the host nation. We examine, in this section, the case with τ > 0.
We mentioned earlier that the centralized solutions are independent of τ . However, since
the partial derivatives ∂mi /∂ei , ∂mi /∂ci , and ∂mi /∂g i depend on τ , the decentralized
solutions will change as τ changes.
Consider the completely decentralized case. Proposition 1 states that |∂ 2 mi /∂ei |
and ∂mi /∂g i decline when τ gets larger. These expressions state that as mobility costs
rise the policy variables ei and g i become less effective at inducing illegal immigrants to
relocate because illegal immigrants will tend to move less once they enter the host country.
In the case of ei , the latter effect combined with the fact that it is costly for the regions
to enforce internal measures to detect illegal immigrants result in equilibrium levels of ei
that tend to decline as τ rises. Eventually, ei may even become zero for a sufficiently
large value of τ . The opposite effect would be observed for g i . With perfect mobility,
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the decentralized equilibrium is characterized by relatively low levels of g i , mostly because
regional governments do not want to attract illegal immigrants into their regions (recall
that illegal immigrants consume the regionally provided good but they do not pay for it).
When mobility costs rise, regions would be able to choose higher levels of g i given that
such decisions would not attract as many illegal immigrants into the respective regions
(compared to the perfect mobility case).
Proposition 1 also states that |∂mi /∂ci | > 0 when τ increases, meaning that ci
in fact becomes more effective in controlling illegal immigration when mobility costs rise.
Taking this effect into account, it is likely to expect higher levels of ci as τ increases. In
fact, considering that the centralized solutions do not depend on τ , border enforcement in
the decentralized case could even be larger than the value of ci centrally decided for high
enough levels of τ . This would happen for values of τ at which the impact of ci on the total
pool of effective illegal immigrants more than compensates the diversionary effect that ci
has on mj , so that ∂mj /∂ci ≤ 0. In other words, when the mobility costs mobility costs are
high enough, decentralized border enforcement may end up being higher or overprovided
relative to the centralized border enforcement.
The solutions arising in each of the institutional arrangements discussed previously
cannot be easily compared when τ > 0, at least analytically. We can gain further insights
by referring to the numerical example introduced earlier. Specifically, figures (3c), (3a), and
(3b) compare the solutions {ci , ei , g i } as a function of τ for: (i) the completely centralized
case, C; (ii) the completely decentralized case, D; (iii) mixed case X1 ; and (iv) mixed case
X2 . The conclusions from this exercise can be summarized as follows.
First, note that cX1 = cX2 and gX1 = gX2 also hold for values of τ > 0, and
not only for τ = 0.43 Second, even though with perfect mobility cD < cX1 < cC and
gD < gX1 < gC , this ordering is not necessarily preserved when τ > 0. In particular,
figures (3c) and (3b) show that border enforcement and the level of the regionally provided
good increase in the decentralized case as τ increases, and when τ becomes sufficiently
high, they become larger than the corresponding levels of c and g in the centralized and
mixed cases. Note that when τ → ∞ the values of c and g for the fully decentralized
43

This holds as long as (v − z) = 0
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case and case X1 become {cD , gD }τ →∞ = {1.48, 3.92} and {cX1 , gX1 }τ →∞ = {1.21, 3.65},
respectively. The centralized solution does not depend on τ so that {cC , gC } = {1.24, 3.85}
for all τ ≥ 0, which means that when it is prohibitively costly to move across regions (so
immigrants must remain in the region of entry), c and g end up being overprovided in the
decentralized case relative to the centralized case.
Third, as τ increases eD and eX1 decline and become zero when τ > 1.83 in the
former case, and when τ > 2.63 in the latter case. Recall that eC and eX2 are always zero.
When τ → ∞, internal enforcement becomes completely ineffective, so e = 0 in all cases.
Finally, figures (4a) and (4b) in 4 describe the effect of the policies on the level of
illegal immigration and wages in the host country for different values of τ . First, note that
in the mixed cases X1 and X2 the equilibrium values of mi and wi are identical. Second,
under perfect mobility (τ = 0), the lowest level of illegal immigration is achieved when the
policies are centrally decided, and the highest level of mi in the completely decentralized
case. Specifically, mC < mX1 = mX2 < mD . As a result wC > wX1 = wX2 > wD . Third,
as τ rises, illegal immigration falls in the decentralized and mixed cases and it is constant
in the centralized case. For high enough values of τ , however, illegal immigration becomes
lowest in the decentralized cases. The latter also implies that wages will be highest in the
decentralized case when mobility costs are large enough.

6

Endogenous Number of Illegal Immigrants
We now assume that the number of potential illegal immigrants is endogenous. In

this way, the illegal immigration process does not only involves deciding the region of entry
and the final destination, but it also determines the total number of illegal immigrants
entering the host country. Specifically, we allow for the wage in the source country to
adjust depending on the number of workers in the source country.44
44

The number of workers in the source country includes workers that attempted to migrate but were
caught at the border. It does not include, however, workers that are caught as a result of internal enforcement. In our framework, workers that are deported as a result of internal enforcement are first compensated
for their work in the host. In other words, they are deported after contributing to the production process
in region i of the host.
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6.1

Equilibrium
When M A and M B are endogenous, in equilibrium
UEi ≡ q i [w∗ (n̄∗ − M̂ ) − k] + (1 − q i )uiE − µi (M i ) = w∗ (n̄∗ − M̂ ),

i = A, B.

(30)

where M̂ = (1 − q A )M A + (1 − q B )M B . We analyze equilibria in which illegal immigrants
enter through both regions. If, for instance, UEi > w∗ , workers from the source country will
only illegally enter the host through i. A solution with workers entering through both i
and j necessarily entails UEA = UEB = w∗ . Thus, the equilibrium when the pool of migrants
is endogenously determined is defined as follows.
Equilibrium (Endogenous Supply of Immigrants). The equilibrium values {wA , wB ,
M A , M B , M̂ } are implicitly determined by
f i 0 (n̄i + mi ) = wi ,

i = A, B,

(31)

UEi = w∗ (n̄∗ − M̂ ),

i = A, B,

(32)

M̂ = (1 − q A )M A + (1 − q B )M B ,

(33)

where mA and mB are defined in (3) and (4), respectively. The equilibrium determines
{wi (x), M i (x), M̂ (x)}i=A,B , where x = (cA , cB , eA , eB , g A , g B , τ ). By substituting the
equilibrium values into (3) and (4), we obtain mi (x).
As before, we focus on a symmetric equilibrium of the form M i = M, mi = m, wi =
w, where m = M̂ /2 = [1 − q(c)]M . In the previous case, with a fixed supply of illegal
immigrants, the (symmetric) equilibrium only depended on c. When the supply is endogenous, the entire policy set {e, g, c} ultimately affects the equilibrium values. As before, we
characterize the equilibrium by performing a comparative static analysis.45
A few conclusions are worth noting. First, when the supply of illegal immigrants
is endogenous, changes in the policies implemented by region i affect M̂ in the following
45

The results are presented in Appendix D, which is separately attached.
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way:46
∂ M̂
< 0,
∂ei

∂ M̂
> 0,
∂g i

∂ M̂
< 0.
∂ci

(34)

Thus, the total supply of illegal immigrants declines when internal or border enforcement
increase, and the total supply increases when the provision of the local good rises.
Second, in general, the effect of the policy variables si = {ei , g i , ci } on {wA , M A , mA ,
wB , M B , mB } can be decomposed in two terms. The first term is the direct effect of the
policy on the equilibrium variable taking the supply of illegal immigrants as given. This
term is fully described by the comparative static results studied in section 3.4. The second term includes expressions (34) and captures the indirect impact of the policy on the
equilibrium variable through its effect on the supply of illegal immigrants. Consider, specifically, the effect of policy si on mi . Denote ∂mi /∂si |f ixed M̂ the effect of the policy keeping
the supply of illegal immigrants constant, and dmi /dsi the total effect, which includes the
effect taking place through M̂ . Then, it follows that
∂mi
dmi
=
dsi
∂si

+
f ixed M̂

∂mi ∂ M̂
.
∂ M̂ ∂si

From this last expression, we conclude that

|dmi /dei | > |∂mi /∂ei |,

dmi /dg i > ∂mi /∂g i ,

|dmi /dci | > |∂mi /∂ci |.

(35)

In other words, mi becomes more responsive to the policies implemented in region i when
the supply of illegal immigrants is endogenous. The latter holds simply because changing
the policies also affects M̂ . For instance, consider an increase in ei . The immediate effect
is to reduce mi (and increase mj in the same proportion). However, a higher ei would
also tend to reduce the supply of illegal immigrants in the host (from (34)), reducing the
presence of illegal immigrants in both regions i and j. Similar intuition holds for the
policies g i and ci .
46

With a fixed supply of illegal immigrants, ∂ M̂ /∂ei = ∂ M̂ /∂g i = 0, and ∂ M̂ /∂ei = −qM < 0.
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Third, the impact of a change in policy si on the variables in region j is smaller
when the supply is endogenous. Consider, for example, the effect of changing ei on mj :47
∂mj
∂mj ∂ M̂
dmj
=
+
.
dei
∂ei
∂ M̂ ∂ei

(36)

The first term is positive and captures the pure displacement effect. In fact, ∂mi /∂ei =
−∂mj /∂ei . The second term, however, is negative, and partially offsets the displacement
effect, making the final impact of ei on mj smaller.
Finally, from the comparative static results, it follows that d(mi + mj )/dsi =
∂ M̂ /∂si does not depend on τ when si = {ei , g i }, but it depends on τ when si = ci .
This result is relevant because in the centralized case, the determination of the equilibrium
policy variables depends on ∂ M̂ /∂si , which implies (as we will see later), that the centralized solution ultimately depends on τ when the supply of illegal immigrants is endogenous.

6.2

Determination of Policy Variables
The main implication of the previous section is that when the supply of illegal

immigrants is endogenous, the policy variables do not only affect the relative attractiveness
of a region (and, consequently, the localization of illegal immigrants across regions in the
host country), but also affect the total pool of potential illegal immigrants. This last
effect generates an externality, which typically operates in the opposite direction as the
one examined in the previous section. For instance, in the case of internal enforcement,
even though raising ei displaces illegal immigrants to region j, the rise in mj is lower
since ei also reduces the overall amount of illegal immigrants in the host country. Taking
this effect into account definitely affects how the policies are determined. We construct a
series of numerical examples to examine this issue further. Figures 5 and 6 show how the
equilibrium policy variables change with τ under different institutional arrangements.
From the numerical examples we conclude the following. First, the same results as
in the fixed supply case hold when τ = 0: cases D and X1 tend to overprovide internal
enforcement relative to cases C and X2 ; and border enforcement and the provision of the
local good is underprovided in cases D, X1 , and X2 relative to case C. One important dif47

Appendix D (attached separately) examines this issue in more detail.
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ference, however, is that now the equilibrium policy variables in the completely centralized
case C depend on τ .
Second, as in the case with a fixed supply of illegal immigrants, internal enforcement
is always (for all values of τ ) zero in the completely centralized and mixed X2 cases.
It decreases as τ rises in the completely decentralized and mixed X1 cases. The main
difference is that now eX1 reaches zero sooner than eD (eX1 = 0 for τ > 1.7 and eD = 0
for τ > 2.4). The reason is that when the supply of illegal immigrants is endogenous,
raising e generates a positive externality on both jurisdictions. This externality is partially
internalized in mixed case X1 , but completely neglected in case D.
Third, the fact that eX1 = eX2 for all τ > 1.7 has implications for the determination
of the other policy variables. Specifically, the values of c and g are identical in these two
cases when τ > 1.7.48
Fourth, consider the equilibrium values of c. We mentioned previously that ∂ M̂ /∂ci
depends on τ , so the centralized solution is no longer independent of τ as in the fixed supply
case. Moreover, note that in all cases where border enforcement is decided centrally, c falls
as mobility costs rise. For the central government, c becomes less “valuable” when τ is
higher because less immigrants are already moving into the host.49 In the decentralized
case, c increases as τ rises, but cD is always below the corresponding values of cX1 , cX2
and cC .
Fifth, a similar effect takes place when considering the choice of g in the completely
centralized case: the value of the positive externality generated by g declines as τ rises, so
gC tends to become smaller. The opposite effect is present in the completely decentralized
case, which means that gD increases as τ gets larger. It should be emphasized that in the
decentralized case g ends up being underprovided relative to the centralized case. In both
mixed cases X1 and X2 , g increases as τ rises, with the caveat that gX2 > gX1 for τ < 1.7
and gX1 = gX2 when τ > 1.7.
Finally, we examine the impact of the policy choices on {mi , M i , wi }. First, the
amount of illegal immigrants attempting entry through region i, M i , declines as mobility
48

This holds, as explained earlier, because we have assumed v = z.
The higher anticipated moving costs makes moving into the host less desirable, so higher levels of border
enforcement would not reduce M̂ that much.
49
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costs increase. Moreover, M i is always lower in the completely centralized case. Second,
mi tends to decline in all cases, with mi being lowest in the centralized case. Third, wages
tend to increase as τ rises in all cases, with wi being highest in the completely centralized
case.

7

Illegal Immigration and Income Redistribution
So far we have assumed that legal residents in region i are workers and also own the

local fixed factor. We established earlier that under these conditions the net effect of illegal
immigration on total income received by legal residents is positive: one additional unit of mi
increases income in region i in (−f i 00 mi ). However, in this setup, illegal immigration affects
wages and rents of the fixed factor in opposite directions. In this section, we analyze what
happens when the ownership of factors of production is not distributed uniformly across
legal residents. Specifically, ownership is divided among groups that are affected differently
by the inflow of illegal immigrants.
Consider a case in which the good in region i is produced using two factors of
production, ni and k i . Moreover, there are two types of legal residents: a group of n̄i
workers, each owning one unit of labor; and a group of k̄ i “capitalists”, each owning one
unit of factor k i . The technology is represented by a constant returns to scale production
i < 0, f i < 0, and f i > 0.
function f i (ni , k i ), where ni = n̄i + mi , fni > 0, fki > 0, fnn
kn
kk

Legal residents receive the returns from owning the respective factor of production. As
before, individuals derive utility from a locally provided good and pay taxes. Suppose
the utility of workers and capitalists are valued ψni and ψki , respectively, in region i, with
ψki = 1 − ψni . Then, total weighted utility in i is defined as50
ULi

=

ψni n̄i fni

+

ψki k̄ i fki

+

(ψni n̄i

+

ψki k̄ i )




Ti
φ(g ) − i
.
n̄ + k̄ i
i

(37)

The FOCs in each of the cases examined earlier are similar, with the exception that expression (14) now changes to



−(n̄i + k̄ i )
i i i
i i i
i
i i
i i
(ψ n̄ f + ψk k̄ fkn ) + (v − z )p + δ g .
(ψni n̄i + ψki k̄ i ) n nn

50

(38)

This utility specification would arise, for instance, in a context where individuals belong to different
interest groups and policies are determined by the outcome of a probabilistic voting model.
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i mi = n̄i f i + k̄ i f i . Hence if
Since the production exhibits CRS, it follows that −fnn
nn
kn

ψni = ψki = 1/2, then the conclusions from the previous sections are unchanged. However,
i +
as the weight attached to labor increases, i.e., as ψni rises and ψki falls, expression (ψni n̄i fnn
i ) tend to increase, meaning that the costs for region i of one additional unit of mi
ψki k̄ i fkn

gets larger. Note that the cost is highest when ψni = 1, ψki = 0, and it is lowest, and, in
fact, negative, when ψni = 0, ψki = 1.
So how does this redistributive consideration affect the equilibrium policy choices?
We construct a numerical example to address this issue. The numerical example evaluates
how the equilibrium levels of {ei , ci , g i } change with ψni in the completely centralized and
decentralized cases, assuming τ = 0.51 Figures 7 and 8 present the results of such exercise.
A few remarks are worth noticing. First, figure 7a shows that eC is always zero
(from Proposition 2), but higher levels of ψn are associated with higher levels of internal enforcement in the decentralized, i.e., eD 0 (ψn ) > 0. Even though changing internal
enforcement does not end up affecting the number of illegal immigrants in the region,52
the decentralized decision of eD leads regional governments to choose higher levels of eD
when the weight attached to labor is larger. This happens, partly, because the costs of one
additional immigrant are higher when ψn is relatively large, as stated above.
Second, figures 7b and 7c show that the level of the regional good and border
enforcement increase in both the completely centralized and decentralized cases as ψn
rises.53 The intuition works as follows. For a pro-labor government the presence of a
higher number of illegal immigrants is relatively more costly, so they will choose a higher
level of border enforcement. A higher level of c, in turn, reduces the effective number of
illegal immigrants in i,54 which also decreases the marginal cost of rasing g. It results from
equation (26) that g ends up being higher.55
51
We still consider a symmetric equilibrium, which assumes, among other things, ψnA = ψnB , and the
weights are the same for both the regional and national levels. Also, we examine only these two extreme
cases because similar conclusions hold for mixed X1 and X2 cases).
52
At least when the total pool of potential illegal immigrants is fixed.
53
Since τ = 0, then it follows from Proposition 3 that cC (ψn ) > cD (ψn ) and cC (ψn ) > cD (ψn ) for all ψn .
Similar conclusions hold for values of τ > 0, with the caveat that for large enough values of τ , eD (ψn ) = 0
for all 0 ≤ ψn ≤ 1, and the curves cD (ψn ) and gD (ψn ) are above the curves cC (ψn ) and gC (ψn ), respectively.
54
Recall that at a symmetric equilibrium, m = [1 − q(c)]M .
55
We also showed earlier that ∂ 2 UL /∂ci ∂g i > 0, so that a higher level of c would result in a higher level
of g as well.
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And, third, figures 8 show that the implementation of these policies end up affecting
the number of illegal immigrants in i and the wages. Specifically, as ψn rises, mi declines
and wi rises, as expected.

8

Conclusions and Extensions
Many states in the USA have recently passed laws granting state governments the

authority to enforce illegal immigration policies. This paper investigates the economic
impact of such initiatives using a model of border and internal enforcement of illegal immigration within a spatial framework. Specifically, the paper examines the determinants of
internal and border enforcement policies and the levels of regionally provided goods under
four institutional arrangements: (i) completely centralized case; (ii) completely decentralized case; (iii) regional governments choose internal enforcement and the level of regional
goods and the federal government chooses the level of border enforcement; and (iv) regional
governments decide the level of the regional goods and the federal government chooses both
border and internal enforcement.
The analysis shows that the outcome of implementing illegal immigration policies
varies significantly depending on which level of government is involved in the decision process. The most salient conclusions can be summarized as follows. First, the level of internal
enforcement (in a symmetric equilibrium) is always zero in the completely centralized case.
In other words, a central government would only rely on border enforcement to control
illegal immigration. Second, in the decentralized cases the solutions depend on the cost for
illegal immigrants of moving across regions once they have successfully entered the host
country. If illegal immigrants are perfectly mobile across regions, then internal enforcement
tends to be overprovided and border enforcement and the regional good underprovided in
the decentralized cases. As a result, the level of illegal immigration is higher and domestic
wages end up being lower in these cases. Third, as mobility costs rise, internal enforcement efforts tend to decline while border enforcement tends to increase in the decentralized
cases. Under complete immobility, internal enforcement becomes completely irrelevant in
all cases. Moreover, the levels of both border enforcement and the regional good could even
be higher when decisions are completely decentralized compared to the fully centralized
outcome. Fourth, when the number of (potential) illegal immigrants is endogenous, then
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all policy variables affect the supply of effective illegal immigrants in the host nation, generating an additional external effect. This externality generally works in a countervailing
direction of the diversionary effect that characterizes the exogenous case.
The basic setup of the model developed in the paper can be extended in several
different ways. For instance, one can consider a richer spatial configuration that includes
both bordering and non-bordering (interior) states. It may also be useful to consider
the non-discernment case (when firms do not know for sure whether they are hiring an
illegal immigrant or not). This setup might be more suitable to describe the emergence of
information sharing arrangements between regional and federal governments, such as Everify. The consideration of workers with different skill levels, facing different mobility costs
is another avenue for further research. Finally, international mobility of complementary
factors like capital will add a relevant dimension to this research program.
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Figure 1: Model description
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Figure 2: Comparative statics with respect to ci
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Figure 3: Fixed supply of illegal immigrants: {ei , g i , ci } as a function of τ
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Figure 4: Fixed supply of illegal immigrants: {mi , wi } as a function of τ
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Figure 5: Endogenous supply of illegal immigrants: {ei , g i , ci } as a function of τ
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Figure 6: Endogenous supply of illegal immigrants: {M i , mi , wi } as a function of τ
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Figure 7: Illegal immigration and income redistribution: {ei , g i , ci } as a function of ψL
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Figure 8: Illegal immigration and income redistribution: {mi , wi } as a function of ψL
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